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Ma,key1Trief(h Over,ome Write-Ins
J er r y Mac ke y will b e
sworn in as the new Student
Union president on Mar. 19

JERRY MACKEY, the president-elect of the Student Union, eases
into the responsibilities which his new position demands.

Coming Events

Kronzberg Lecture Set
Dr. Melvin Kranzberg, chairman of the graduate
program in the history of science at Case Western Resel'Ve University, will lecture on "Technology the Civilizer'' on Monday, Mar. 11, at 8:30 p.m. in the Library
Lecture Rm.
Dr. Kranzberg is the author of a recent tw~volume
work, "Technology in Western Civilization," the founder
of the Society for the History of Technology, and the
editor of the Society's quarterly journal, "Technology and
Culture."
A graduate of Amherst College, Dr. Kranzberg received his M.A. and Ph.D. degrees from Harvard University.
Following the lecture whiCh is sponsored by Phi
Alpha Theta (National History Honor Society) and the
recently-organized History Club, a reception will be held
in the O'Dea Rm. of the SAC Bldg. Both the lecture and
reception will be free of charge.

Question tile President
Next Tuesday evening at 5:45p.m. in the O'Dea Rm.,
the Very Rev. Joseph 0. Schell, S.J., University President, will hold an open forum for all students.
Fr. Schell will answer any and all questions and listen
to complaints, criticisms, and suggestions. The session
will take place at a special meeting of the Student Senate
that nighL

This will be the first gathering of its kind at John
Carroll. Others will follow periodically in the future. All
students are urged by the Student Union to attend and
voice their epinions on any matter concerning the University community.

Coed Singers to Debut
The Women's Glee Club of John Carroll University
will hold its first public performance at thQ Villa Santa
Anna Home for the Aged this Sunday at 3:30 p.m.
Organized last semester, the coed chorus now boasts
of over 30 members. The girls are directed by Mr. Jack
T. Hearns.

Culminating this year's activities, the glee club and
the new 17-man swing band will combine their efforts in
a concert here on Sunday, May 5.

at the weekly meeting of the Student Senate.
Mackey, wh o was the only official
candid a te for the presiden cy until
the last week befor e elections,
over came a last minute write-in
campaign of Edward Andros and
won a t the poll s by a vote of
727-303.
In the race for the chairmanship
of the Judicial Boar d, Denni s
Trietch a lso won over a wri te-in
candidate .John McNamar a. The
vote was 674-304.
This year's election turnout, according to Brian J effreys, chairman of the elections committee,
was 23.16 p er cent of the eligible
voters. Of a possible 4469 only
1036 appeared at the polls. Last
year, 54.4 per cent of the students
voted .
The ot her officer s of the Student
U nion wer e elected by the Senate
at its meeting on F eb. 20 - t h e resul ts bei ng Rode rick Porter , v icepresident; James Laures, secretary; and William Baroni, treasurer.
Of the three officers, only Laures
had an opponent, James McConnell. Laures won by a vote of 3331 with one abstention.
Both Porter and Baroni were
elected by acclamation.
After the election returns were
a nn oun ced, t he president -elect
Mackey t hanked the stu dents and
senators in a brief statement.
The new officers of the Union
will be installed at a special inaugural meeting in the O'Dea Rm.
on Tuesday, Mar. 19, at 5:45 p.m.
When asked in a later interview
what he had in min!_! for the up-

coming y ar, l\Iackey said that he
wi ll concentrate primarily on imp r oving the role of the Union in
t he academic area and continuing
a long t he li Ms of t he last administ r ation in the a r ea of social affai r s.
" We are n ot g oing to throw off
wha t the pa::~t administration h as
done," he said, " we w ill bu ild upon
it."
H e will try t o improve s tudentfaculty r elat ions and revitalize t he
S tud ent Union A ca demics Committee. Possibl y in the n ear f uture,
the Union w ill publish a " Course,
Teacher E va luation."
Mackey said tha t h e w ill continue the present mix er policy, t o
include more "beer mixers."
When asked how he pla ns to
overcome the alleged student apa thy toward the Student Union a nd
particularly the Senate, Mackey
denied that the problem w as that
severe.

"I don't thing it's quite the problem many people think it is," he
said. "The students are primarily
interested in
nion social activities, and we have a " ry good progt·am for that area," he added.
As a result of his rec nt trip to
the ational Jesuit Student Body
Presidents' Conference held in Boston last month, Mackey came back
with the opinion that the Carr oll
Student Union can be considered
second best only to the University
of Santa Clara.
W hy? Because of money, according to Mackey. Whereas Sa nta
Clara students have a budget of
$65,000, Carroll's is a bout one
tent h the amount .
A lthoug h a lmost a ll t he J esuit
stu dent u nions are strong er fina ncia lly w hen com pared to Carroll , he cGn t inued, our U nion f ar
su r passes them in w ha t it does
w it h t he money on h a nd.

Woc,d, JCU Wrestlers Star
John Carroll boasts of two winners in sports at
the moment.
Last weekend the Sl!·eak wrestlers were the hosts
-and 1the eventual victors- in the Presidents' Ath·
letic Co'iuerence championships. Carroll fielded four
individu.al titlists in taking its second straight PAC
wrestling crown.
Tlu7ee weeks ago sophomore Tim Wood won a
silver medal in figure skating in the \'\Tinter Olympics
at Grenoble, France. Tim then went to the world cham ·
pionshi~1s at Geneva, Switzerland, where he fini shed a
close se~·ond.
For stories and pictures on all the champions, turn
to Pages 6, 7 and 8.

Pre-Met! Etlutotion
AED Convenes First Symposium
By WILLIAM KOZIOL
CN News Editor

Representatives from nine
medical schools will meet tomorrow on campus to discuss
the aspects of a medical education
with promising pre-med students
as a part of Alpha Epsilon Delta's
(Ohio Theta Chapter) First Annual Medical Symposium.
Seminars, a general convocation,
and an informal coffee hour will
enable students to probe the varied
aspects of a medical education, including admissions policies, tuition,
and financial aid.

Wayne State, Georg e to w n, St.
Louis, Indiana, University of Cincinnati, University of Rochester,
Ohio State, and Western Reserve.
Also on hand to answer questions concerning the student aspects of medical schools will be exCarroll graduates Vincent Basile
and John Fox, both in their second
year at Western Reserve medical
school.
Invitation13 have been sent out

to area colleg es, and approximately
250 t o 300 undergraduates from
these schools are expected to att end. These students will represent
such colleges as Villanova, Oberlin, Bowling Green, Thiel, and
Marietta.
Officers of Alpha Epsilon Delta
stress that the symposium is open
to all interested undergraduates,
not only pre-med students. There
will be no admission charge.

Smo~~ey

Robinson Scheduled
For IJnion-Sponsored Concert

Registration will start at 8:00
a.m. in the lobby of the AdminisSmokey Robinson and the Miracles will be featured at
tration Bldg., to be followed by a
morning session of seminars. After a Student. Union sponsored concert to be held Saturday,
the luncheon recess, afternoon Mar. 23 at 8:30p.m. in the Gymnasium.
seminars will be held, followed by
The wel1-l~nown group plays the sold in the gym ticket office startthe infonnal coffee hour at 4:15
motown souJO.d. Some of their most ing this Monday. Seats are $4, $5,
p.m .
recent hits have been: "More Love,"
Keynote speaker for the sym- "Second That Emotion," and "Go- and $6.
posium will be Dr. Frank McKee, ing to A Go-Go."
Director of Physician Manpower,
Roderick Porter, Union viceU.S. Public Health Service. Also president, said that there is also a
present will be medical school
possibility of a social with beer
representatives from Harvard,
The Student President's Cluh
to be held immediately following
the concert,, This event is being membership drive will begin Monrequested by the Union at this day, Mar. 11, Charles P. Stanley
Social Security numbers
III, club chairman, announced yestime.
will replace the present IBM
The conc•eit and proposed beer terday.
numbers for University idensocial are i~~ keeping with the proFormed to g et the students intification beginning with pregressive Maloney administration. volved in the Decade of Progress
registration for the summer
The policy of bringing top name fund drive, the President's Club
session.
talent to the campus as well as currently h a s over 500 members.
Students who do not prespromoting such activities as the On Monday members of the club
ently have Social Security
recent succ~ssful beer mixer, will will start visiting upperclassmen
cards can obtain application
continue u:pder the new Union in order to get them to donate or
forms for them in the regispresident, ,[ferry Mackey, Porter pledge $100 to the Decade of Protrar's office.
said.
gress and become members of the
Tickets for the concert will be club.

---------------------

President's Club
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Letters

Archaisms Raise Ire
Of Philosophy Prof

Draft Resistance
The draft resistance movement has really caught fire within the past year, and
along with its growth it has developed a
whole new approach. Whereas in the past
a man who chose prison over military service was considered a " martyr" who stood
alone ·w ith his conscience, today his personal identity is lost within an organized
movement.
Yes, organization has taken over the
draft r esistance movement. Numerous organizations are springing up ac.ross the
country with the sole purpose of promulgating this tactic against U. S. involvement
in Viet Nam. Declared resisters tour the
country telling their audiences about our
evil government, its evil act s and institutions.
Two years ago some college students
were convin ced tha t the draft was evil because it was selective and thu s unfair. They
asked : Why are we spared by deferments
while our less fortunate brothers who can't
afford to go to college serve and die in Viet
N am? That argument is not being heard
much anymore- not since the decision was
made to place almo t all coll ege graduates
on top of the Selective Ser vice list s. Now
those college students can't afford to reflect
about the draft metaphysically. It has become a reality.
Within the next few years, it has been
conjectured, college graduates will almost
completely replace the men from the other

side of the tracks on the draft roll s.
Students ar e now being told by these

t o<.iring evangelists that they will have to
decide whether to suppo rt the "war machine" or join them in r esistence. If the
students r esist they will become the martyr s compar able to those who s poke out
against Hitler, the promi se goes, but they
will not stand alone.
To insure an organized effort, the resisters are setting up special programs by
which this can be achieved. They propose
a system of trained draft counselors . For
more dramatic effects, they are organizing
so-called "Viet N am Commencements" at
whi ch graduating seniors will take a ]pledge
not to serve in the military because of our
"unjust and immoral" involvement in Viet
Nam. And for nationar Impact, a " National
Draft Card Turn-In Day" is scheduled for
Apr. 3.
The proposed arguments against the
draft are as numerous as there are declared
draft resist ers. There is the moral arglllment
for those who believe in humanity :and a
supreme being. For those of a minority
race, descrimination in the Armed Forces
is the argument, i.e., the proportion of nonwhites fighting and dying in Viet Nam is
greater tha n the national census proportion.
If, however, you are more susceptible to
legalistic argumentation, they will also accommodate.
Where else but in a democracy ils one
permitted to tour the country, ir citing
others to break t he ver y laws that help
g uarantee t hat same democr acy.

Any Questions?
Have you ever wondered why tuition
increases every now and then? Why Carroll
went coeducational? Why our football team
isn't in the Big Ten? Or have you ever felt
like telling a top University administrator
what you thought was wrong with the core
curriculum or course offerings?
This coming Tuesday at 5:45 p.m. in
the O'Dea Room of the Student Activities
Center you will have your chance to ask
the e questions and voice your complaints

to none other than the President of the University.
In order to acquaint himself with what
the students think about the Universi1:;y and
erase the gap between the administration
and the student body, the Very Rev. Jroseph
0. Schell, S.J., University President, has
initiated what will be a series of informal
meetings with students.
Make it a point to be there even if you
have no questions or complaints. The meeting should be very informative.
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If John Carroll sports are supposed to
be strictly small-time, someone should inform our wrestling team and sophomore
figure skater Tim Wood. In the past few
months they have been breaking that tradition consistently.
Wood began by winning the U. S. Men's
figure skating title in Philadelphi, , an
Olympic silver medal in Grenoble, :!l.nd a
second in the world championships in
Geneva last week.
Not to be outdone, the wrestling team
finished the season by winning the President's Athletic Conference Wrestling Championship held her last weekend. This came
after a 6-0 PAC season and 10-2 overall.
What is more surprising is that this is
the second PAC championship in a row for
our grapplers and their coach, Ton:r DeCarle, who began the wrestling tean: here
just four years ago.
Form new traditions if you wisll, but
these two we would like to keep.

To the Editor :
The Rev. Edward P. Echlin of
the Theology Dept. seems to have
ceen caught up in the maelstrom
of a neo-Wellsian time machine.
The archaic references to "Papa
Hemingway" could probably have
touched responsive chords in t he
university world of the late 1940's
but seem discordantly dated in the
university of today. Those who
chased the bulls of Pamplona and
sipped cold, white wine at the Cafe
des Amateurs have suffocated in
the fumes of Belsen and Buchenwald, Nagasaki and H h·oshima.
The homeless children af Camus
and F anon see no manhood o1·
nobility in serving t he Moloch-state
of t he m ilitary-ind ust rial complex
nor in becomming unwitting dupes
fo r t he delusionary quests of its
leader.
When the flatuous 1·hetoric of
"pr otecting" and "defending" is
existent ially translated into the

genocidal extennination of upwards
of 350,000 innocent Vietnamese
men, women, and children, Orwell's
"new-speak" is graphically wit h us.
There is no need to wait 16 more
years.
The most interesting absur dity
of this picaresque display is the
fulsome praise of "compulsory
ROTC" in providing an opportunity
for free choice as if that were an
end in itself. How a bout pot on sale
in the Snack Bar ? Bir th control
pills in the candy dispensers of the
main building ? Or as a real moment of truth, an atheist teaching
i.1 the Theology Dept. ? Wbo knows,
even a Thom is t in the Philosophy
Dept.?
But the sad fact r emains: Robert
Jordan never made it back to the
U ni versity of Montana. And Jake
Barnes never married Brett Ashley.
Joseph A. Buckley
Philosophy Department

Coed Defends
Female Invasion
To Mr. Gauzman:
After r eading your article entitled "Student Describes Situat ion
of Future Coed Invasions," in the
F eb. 16 issue of The Carr oll News,
I have taken it upon myself to
answer you1· a r ticle in behalf of
<> minority of the female population of John Carroll University,
namely me.
Your first comments are regarding the problems which coeducation presents. If you looked at
t his from t he girl's point of view,
I'm sure yo u'd see things diffe rently. You refe r to a "push" for more
coeds. Fear not, Mr. Gauzman.
There will be more coeds at this
institution within a five-year
period than you can imagine. By
that time, however, I should think
you would have graduated and
would have little interest in this
coed question.
You refer to a "Sloppy Power"
slogan. This is nothing new. It is
in effect right now. The unshaven
chins, shoulder-length locks and
harry sockless calves (which appear when legs are crossed at the
knees) are not part of the female
minority in this institution. "SlopPY Power" was founded long before
John Carroll ever had plans of becoming coed.

win una nimous approval on Capitol
Hill in Washington. As for Senate
chair cushions, I regard this as a
waste of money owing to the fact
tha t they would probably be slashed
open within two months' time by
many little ( ? ) fingers employing
the use of switchblade knives.
A complete coed takeover would
be unbearable. We girls still need
to have the doors opened for us.
Did I say "still"? Pardon me. Let
me 1·ephrase that remark. We girls
could use a little courtesy now and
then, like having doors opened, for
example. We also need you for
general comedy and to break the
monotony of campus life.
When publications fall into
the hands of coeds, that is the day
that I will leave. Judging from the
previous description of Carroll
men, you can see why a female
editor of the Carillon would want
to keep pictures of the male class
members at as low a limit as possible. The editoress of the Carroll
News would never fire and deport
you, Mr. Harry Gauzman, because
you are one of the most talented
comedians of our generation. As
to the female head of the Quarterly,
she'd probably turn that publication into a handbook on how to
r ead mathematical symbols for
math majors.
The depths of degradation have
been r eached. Did you ever powder
your nose in a ladies room especial!~' designed for the use of men ?

Feminine logic in the Senate
could come in handy at that. Although the New Drape and Pastel
Paint Act might not be passed by
a majority, the Let's Wash the ( No.-H.G.)
Floors and Desks (which now earl-y
Future invasions won't be so bad.
such highly intelligent sayings as I've often heard that "the crop
"Lynda Bird is a lush") For a gets better every year."
Chance Act would more than likely
C. Sekerak

Army Limits ROTC
Grad De£ erments
When a new Army program takes effect in 1969 second
lieutenants commissioned through the Reserve Officer's
Training Corps (ROTC) will find it tougher to postpone
active duty to attend graduate
school.
The new program will specify
certain advanced degree subjects
for which active duty def ennents
will be granted. It will also establish a quota of deferments to be
given in each study area .
Previously, the Army followed a
liberal policy of granting active
duty delays to almost any ROTC
graduate who pursued an advanced
degree.
Under the new policy, cadets
who plan graduate studies in medi-

- -- -- - - - - - - - - cine, veterinary medicine, dentisb-y
and osteopathy as well as those
training for the ministry will continue to receive active duty deferments without regard to restrictions.
Th e new Anny policy is in keep-

ing with President Lyndon B . Johnson's executiv e O?·de?· of June 80,
19Ci7 which decreed that draft de-

ferment would no longer be granted for graduate students except
those in certain professional fields
of study.
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Does R•acism Exist
In Amer~ ica Today?
Dy A. TYMOW KI

. Now I know what you're going to say. And you're quite
right, actually. I don't lilke the word "racism" either. For
one thing it has been overworked, milked of any impact
that it might have once had.
More than that, though. A word are guilty.
like "racism" always seemed to
Looking closer I saw that it was
me to be resen·ed fo1· use as punc- not all that simple. Tt is not certuation in a speech by Stokely tain that Jones did haYe a gun.
Carmichael. I was usually r•eady S condly, the judge told him that
to dismiss it as vituperative in- he was getting the ma.ximum penvective, a nasty name-calling that alty because of some things he had
really shouldn't be taken Bts a written. It seems, then, that his
serious criticism.
punishment is not for the crime he
Slowly, however, I am changing is charged with but a vendetta for
my outlook.
another reason.
For instance, when I heard Rap
That, to me, ]pans toward perseBrown call the incident at Orange- cution.
burg a massacre, my first rea('ow I t's look at another such
tion was: Come off it, pal, ·what
massacre? Vietnam I understand, far-fetched notion - 1·aci m in
that's a massacre, but Orange- Vietnam. Do you think that we
could have so callously destroyed
DRAFT DISSENTERS (1. to r.) James Wessner, Lloyd Dennis, Carol McEldowney, address over·
burg?
flow crowd of Carroll students and faculty.
But I stopped short whe•n I Ben Tre (to saYe it) if its popuheard the next se11tence: "Three lation had been while? If they
black lives is just too much to pay had been Americans? (Of course
for a damn bowling alley . . ." it would b different if they were
Somehow I do not want to bellieve black Americans, wouldn't it?)
What I'm getting at is the posthat in America three men wer
killed because they dar d to want sibility that we hold white Amerito go bowling at a segregated can lives more valuable than thos
of non-Americans. Particularly if
bowling alley.
Another case. LeRoi Jones claims they're yellow or black.
he is being persecuted. C'mon, Lel still don't like the word " r·aRoi, what's happening? I mean, cism." And I still don't want to beOn Tuesday, Feb. 27, John mended Viet Nam commencement lengthy, a follow-up session was you were in Newark during the lieve that the white America I am
Carroll Univ. was tossed into ceremonies which would be held called for on Feb. 29th for all those trouble, right? They claim you had a part of is racist. But I'm being
from all regular graduation interested in becoming counselors. a gun, right? Th refore, baby you convinced.
the amalgam of national dis- apart
exercises.
At this meeting it was made known
sent and protest over the war in
At this type of ceremony, which that the instructot· of the legal
VietNam.
has already been held at the Univ. counseling program at Carroll
Visiting the campus were two of California and several Ivy would be Cathy Boudine, whose
draft dissenters, James Wessner League colleges, speakers would father is one of the top Constituand Lloyd Dennis, who had burned talk on the impending decisions of tional lawyers in the country and
their draft cards last October, were graduates and the real issues re- is presently defense attorney for
indicted for violation of federal garding the war in Viet Nam and Dr. Benjamin Spock.
law, and face impending prosecu- draft resistance.
At this same meeting, which was
tion. Dennis and Wessner are subThe third point which the two headed by A. Tymowski of the
By THOl\'1 S 0' 0 1 OR
ject to five years imprisonment, a dissenters issued was that students Committee for a Free Society, the
Truman
Capote's
In Cold Blood is suppo edly lhe Adam
fine not to exceed $10,000, or both. should assume an attitude of non- talk concerned informing the Carof
a
new
literary
form,
: he non-fiction novel. It is the inThe two dissenters are now on a cooperation against American mili- roll community of the proposals
tour of Ohio colleges and univer- tarism and the U.S. policy of seek- laid down by Wessner and Dennis. tricately detailed account of the circumstances surrounding
sities attempting to organize stu- ing solutions by force.
Also discussed was the possibility the murder of a Kansas famil;y- by
dents who have inclinations toAfter presenting their program, of staging a non-violent demonstra- two ex-cons. The story has lbeen
The arrangement of scenes is
wards conscientious objection, or the two dissenters answered ques- tion against the Marine recruiters faithfully followed by screen- noteworLhy since the murder itother deferments, into a counseling tions concerning their recent com- who were on campus this past writer and director Richard Brooks self is not portrayed in sequence.
program whereby all legal methods mitments and their plans for the week. The demonstration took in one of this year's best mov:ies. As the killers creep up the drive
for avoiding the draft would be future. Both Wessner and Dennis shape in the form of a table placed
The viewer is at first surp~;<ised towards the house, the audience
presented.
stated that they were willing to opposite the recruiters, and was to find that this movie is done steels itself for the murder scene;
Wessner and Dennis addressed accept imprisonment as their fate accompanied with anti-war litera- in black-and-white; the American the film then jumps ahead to the
a crowd of about one hundred Car- in spite of the inevitable hardship ture and posters.
audience of today has come to ex- following morning when the
roll students and faculty members, and degradation they would have
Tymowski also proposed the es- pect b1·illiantly colored scenery in corpses a1·e discovered. It is not
and were primarily concerned with to undergo once they had served tablishment of a Students for a new movies. The grim story and until Peny and Dick are caught
those students graduating this their prison terms.
Democratic Society (SDS) commit- bleak settings lend themse,lves and inten·ogated that the story of
May. They stressed the point that
Wessner and Dennis found sup- tee at John Carroll. He based the much better to the sta,rkness of the crime is seen.
a student who graduates now faces port for their argument in the per- !egality of such an organization on the black-and-white treatment.
Though the movie follows the
immediate induction into the armed sen of Carol McEldowney, a grad- the Declaration of Student Rights
Robert Blake as Perry and Scott book quite religiously, there are
, fo1·ces, and that he has no alter- uate of the Univ. of Michigan, who drawn up by the National Student Wilson as Dick star as the two some scenes which are eliminated.
native other than conscientiom h:::s recently returned from a tour Assoc.
murderers. Though some time is Those who remember certain ones
objector status or physical defer- of North Viet Nam. She offered
Tymowski stated further that spent on the Clutter family, iit is will be disappointed when they
ment.
further comment on the inlmorality Fr. Joseph 0. Schell, S.P., Presi- basically the story of these two don't see them in the movie. One
They stated that their counseling and injustice of the U.S. war policy dent of the University, had af- men and the inane crime.
of the best little scenes from the
program was of importance since as the alleged killing of innocent firmed the declaration at a recent
The two are distinct personali- book is included though.
it would group together students citizens.
convention of college and univer- ties; Dick is a breezy two-bit
Perry and Dick pick up a hitchseeking to avoid induction, rather
Another faculty member, Mr. sity presidents in Minneapolis-St. chiseler, Perry an unhappy l'O- hiking boy and his ailing grandthan having them face their draft Ronald Boland o£ the Sociology Paul.
mantic with a quick, violent tern- fathel' who are scavenging their
Tymowski then added that be- perament. The young pair make a way to California on the deposits
boards individually without the ad- Dept., spoke out in favor of the
vantage of the legal counseling counseling program, stating that he cause of Fr. Schell's acknowledg. perfect match for the sensEiless from discarded pop bottles. Perry
afforded by their program. Draft would be willing to become a coun- ment of the declaration, action crime which nets them but $43.
joins in helping them and they
counselors at John Carroll would selor himself. Several times dur- would be taken to force the adminThe Clutter family is well cast fill the back seat with bottles
be trained by members of the ing the session when discussion istration to issue a statement con- also; they look like a Kansas farm gleaned from the side of the road.
Cleveland Draft Resistance Assoc. bogged down, l\1r. Boland called out cerning the Voluntary ROTC Peti- family. John Forsythe as the ag-ent Though totally unrelated to the
The legal counseling program for those members of the audience tion. The petition was presented in charge of the case, Paul Sj;ew- central the!Jle of the movie, exwas only one aspect of a three who truly felt as he did, that the to the administration a month ago, art as a reporter, and Will Geer cept to indicate the personalities
pronged form of resistance and war was immoral and unjust, to and as yet no word has been given as the prosecuting attorney have of the killers, it gives an extra
demonstration which Wessner and speak up and declare their beliefs. by the administration regarding its a slight Hollywood patina, but boost to a thorough, professionally
Since the meeting was quite approval or rejection.
they don't detract from the film. executed film.
Dennis put forth. They also recom-

Draft Card Burners Arouse
Anti-War Fervor on Campus
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New Poetry Work
Traces Man's Trials
By PETER 1\IL ' ARIK

Student Horror Flick Script
Will Amaze Film ·Magnates

Evolving his impressions and experiences into meaningful verse, the talented poet of the English Dept., Dr.
By HARRY GAUZMAN
James E. Magner, Jr., has added another volume of poems, Open Letter to MGM
Although The1·e Is the Night, to
his initial publication, Toiler of the
Sea.
In this new work, Dr. l\Iagner
\ividly portrays the trials and
tribulations besetting mankind on
his journey through the "darkness" into the rising "dawn and
day of some light and some hope
of fulfillment."
The book, separU>d into three divisions, "The ight," "The Dawn,"
and "The Day," has man groping
through the initial phases of hardship toward what he hopes will be
a total fulfillment of "all the
nuances of his existence." In the
end, though, although man attains
the light of "The Day," he still
"finds existence has an open end
and promises continual epiphany
and struggle."
As with his first publication,
Toiler of the
ea, which was
nominated for a Noble Prize in
1965 by the noted Middle English
scholar, Professor Pasguale Di
Pasguale, A ltliough There Is the
Night has received successful reviews from various critics.
Among them, James E. Miller,
Professor of English at the University of Chicago, exclaims that
"by rejecting the extremes of deaf
negation and dumb affirmation and
blind declamation, by acknowledging both the monotonous agony and
the mysterious job, he (Dr. Magner) has resurrected an American
tradition that mbraces both Emily
Dickenson and Walt Whitman."
Miller continues his encomium
by relating Dr. MagneT's poetry to
a "discovery"- the discovery of
that mi.nor inconsequential emotion or experience, which is brought
alive and plaQCd within the realm
of the xeader through his writing.
Dr. Magner has been writing
poetry since he was 12 years old.
As with all Wl'iters, Dr. Magner
draws on his own personal encounU>rs to guide him in his litcrary efforts.
His numerous episodes and contacts have given him a wide scope

Dr. Magner

of material to draw upon. He has
worked both with underprivileged
children and in the rehabilitation
of convicts, he fought valiantly in
Korea, where he was wounded, and
has spent five years of his life in
a Catholic monastery.
For him as with all poets, writing in itself is not a joy. As he
explains it, once a particular incident has been experienced, the
verbal expression of same rises in
him, and it is because a poet
realizes in himself the ability to
produce these emotions in the
verbal form that he will write of
them. Any enjoyment then derived
from writing would be secondary,
stemming from the satisfaction of
a well written poem.
Thus, according to Dr. Magner,
the poet usually will already know
instinctively whether or not his
work is indeed fruitful; an acceptance, then, of his work by the
reading public will only serve to
confirm this knowledge.
With this second publication, Dr.
Magner has added to his growing
fame in the field of poetry. His
work, Although The?"e I s the
Night, will be on sale at the JCU
book store, Publix, Higbee Co., and
Kosogloff book store.

ARE YOU THE REACHING MAN?
Republic Steel campus interviews
March 25
The long reach of steel will enter everything that happens in your
lifetime. If you are interested in that reach, we want to talk with
you. Make an appointment now at your placement office.
Republic Steel Corporation wants to put your imagination into
training in steel production operations, manufacturing, engineering, maintenance, industrial engineering, or research and development.
You Can Take the Pulse of Proaress at

REPUBLIC STEEL

March 8, 1968

Dear Sirs: As an aspiri:ng (expiring? perspiring?) wr!lter of
Catholic fiction and non-fiction I
have an unusual idea for a movie
which you may be able to use.
The script, once polish•ed, will
have everything necessary for a
fabulous science-fiction flic~k: suspense, extra-terrestial bei111gs, an
all-American hero, and th•~ added
attraction of feminine pulc-.hritude.
The story line is as follows: An
aerial camera focuses first on the
earth, then on the U.S., then on
a certain Midwestern metropolis,
then on a typical college campus.
Everything is seemingly quiet, as
the background music ("Rock of
Ages") slowly rises in volume.
However, sinister back g r o u n d
sounds ("If I Had the Win~~s of an
Angel" and crashing milk g·lasses)
indicate that the quiet is only a
facade, as the camera focuses on a
certain building. Furth l~ r, this
building bears the obviously foreboding military initials "SAC" over
the doorway.
The doors swing open suddenly,
as two coeds stumble out over the
water-soaked entrance ma•t. The
attention of the audience ilS immediately centered on two doors inside the entrance, as more background music ("Got My Mojo
Workin") indicates all is not
kosher.
Above the doors is the legend
SNACK bar, possibly an abbreviation for Students Not Against
Compulsory Koeducation. ~e atrocious spelling means only 0 1 e thing
-aliens on this earth. A!. fade-in
on the interior of this room should
show a fantastic disarray o.f dishes,
books, and playing cards, and an
alien radio closely resembling an
American jukebox, but giving out
sounds that are clearly not human.
The camera follows this important clue down a hallway (stage
right) where it ultimately comes
upon two wooden doors, with the
cverhead inscription being "O'Dea
Room," obviously an alien perversion of the originally :intended
Student and faculty poets
of Carroll and other area
colleges will have a chatnce to
read their works in public in
the Library Lecture Rm. on
Thursday, Mar. 14., beginning
at 8 p.m.
Anyone interested in participating i'l requested to
contact James Bourke J1r. for
details.

"Idea Room." The thick plottens.
At this tense moment, our hero
approaches the doors. He is a man
in early middle-age, not overly tall,
munching on a cigar. He is average looking, and could easily pass
for any college teacher or even a
dean (background music plays
"Take Me Out to the Ballgame").
As this gallant figure passes
through the doors, a horrible sight
meets his eyes and the audience's.
The room is f i II e d with many
people seated in orderly rows at
tables. Howe v e r, these people
(seemingly ordinary college students) at·e speaking to each other,
but they are saying nothing that
makes any sense.
Gradually, the talk becomes more
heated, and is punctuated by impassioned cries of "Point of Order,"
"Previous Question," and "Two
Coffees with Cream and Sugar."
Obviously, the aliens have infiltrated what was once a university's
student government. The lack of
all reasoning processes inherent in
humans is gone. Chaos reigns as

the aliens are at a loss to control
the bodies they have taken over.
Background music plays "Talk to
the Animals" as our hero grabs the
aliens' power source, clevely disguised as a mimeograph machine.
\\-nile he is running out the door
with this contraband, one female
politician hits him with a vanilla
ice cream cone, but he remains
undeterred.
Our hero takes the infernal device to the cafeteria in the basement of the building, and throws it
into a jello machine, where it is
emulsified into 100 gallons of Waldorf salad. Robbed of their power
source, the aliens leave the human
bodies in a sleeping posture, their
previously normal position.
Background music plays "Onwal·d, On John Who?" as our hero
securely drops a packet of saccharine into his coffee and relights
his cigar stub. Camera fades out.
The title of this film is entirely
up to you gentlemen, but might
I suggest "The Day the Union
Stood Still."

India-Born Churchman
To Speok on Ecumenism
. The Theology Dept. will present Dr. Robert C. Dodds,
Director of Ecumenical Affairs of the National Council of
Churches, in a discussion of "Ecumenical Problems : The
Meaning of Membership," on - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Thursday, March 21, at 8:30 p.m. Division of Christian Unity and
in the O'Dea Room.
an Official Observer (for his
Dr. Dodds was born in Landour, church) at Vatican II.
India in the Himalayan MounDr. Dodds has written articles
tains, where he spent the first for many magazine s and pamfourteen years of his life. Later phlets, as well as publishing a book,
he attended The College of Woos- Two Togethe?·: A Handbook for
ter, Ohio, Columbia University, Your Mwrriage.
Harvard University, and Illinois
The noted church leader is in a
College.
unique position to discuss the
A man of many talents, Dr. practical problems encountered in
Dodds has been in the past a the ecumenical movement, one of
school teacher, social worker, and which is the crucial question of
minister in the United Church of membership in today's churches.
Ch,rist. He has been pastor of
churches in Cape Cod in Connecticut.

Stunt Night

Among other posts, Dr. Dodds
was once minister to Congregational and Presbyterian students
Tonight at 7:30 p.m. the
at Harvard University and Radcliffe College, General Director of annual Stunt Night will be
Planning of the National Council held in Kulas Auditorium.
of the Churches of Christ in the Skits will be pel"formed by each of
U.S.A., Associate Secretary of the the classes, and the emcee of the
program will be James "Old Robbie"
Robinson.
The senior class will present,
"Act IV: The Conclusion," and the
All students receiving loans under the National
juniors will perform "The Bible."
Defense Student Loan Program must schedule an exit
The sophomore skit is entitled,
interview from the Financial Aid Office before they
"Why are there Jesuits Rather than
Nothing?" or "Gleek Gleek." The
graduate, transfer, or withdraw from the University.
freshman act is "A Day in the
The exit interview also applied to any student receiving
Life .•."
financial aid who intends to leave the University.
Also appearing are folk singers
Brown and Compisi, and "The
Simply Us" singers from Ursuline
College. Admission to the Stunt
Night is $1.00.

NDSL Re1quires Exit Interviews

will appear in concert March 9,

1968 at

8:3~1 p.m. in Horsburgh

Gymnasium on the Case Western
Reserve Campus. Tickets are
$3.50 per pe1rson.

--Europe

'68
Why not use WHEELS to guide
you to those "In" and very
special out-of-the·way places?
Travel with Oxford·Cambrldge
guides. Meet student hosts (who
know where the fun is} in each
country. A new approach to
student travel. And it swings!
Interested or curious? Contact:

Student Wheels Abroad, 555
Madison Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10022
(212} 688-5910
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Biology Dept. Largest in
Med-School Turnout, (i E's
By JOSEPH W ASDOVICH

The Dept. of Biology is
presently the largest department in the College of Arts

(CN Photo by Nick Calderone)

THE PROTEST TABLE over the war in Viet Nam appears opposite
the Marine recruiters who visited the campus this past week.

Coffee House Schedules

Folk Singers ontl Movies
Weird sounds and a psychedelic atmosphere greet the
curious student who wanders into "Room 1" of the old
Physics building on Saturday nights.
"Room 1," John Carroll's new
coffee house, was officially opened
on Saturday night, February 17,
and has been going strong ever
since. It is open one night per
weekend and charges an admission fee of 50 cents per person.
Refreshments of coffee, soft drinks
and pastry are served until closing time at midnight.
With the approval, but not the
financial support, of the aclministration, a group of enterprising
students completely remodeled
what used to be a physics lab.
This totally student-run "experiment" is headed by "Room 1"
manager Tim Hanlin and assistant manager John Bergman. H anlin said that the atmosphere of
the house is somewhere between
"an old-time bar and a Vaudeville
stage."
Bl·other Art Bourgeois, a Jesuit
brother, and Mr. Ted Heenan, a
Jesuit Scholastic, originated the
idea of the coffee house. Mr. Heenan said that the purpose of the
house is "to provide entertainment
and discussion for the Carroll community, including both students
and faculty members. It will be a
place where they can meet informally and discuss just about
everything- it will also attempt
to make up for the lack of student activities on campus."
Entertainment at "Room 1" includes folk singing, discussions,
poetry reading, art films and/or
fi lm serials.
In past weeks entertainment
has been provided at the coffee
h ouse by faculty members: Professor Ulf Goebel, reacting his

poetry; and Dr. James E. Magner,
reading selections from his new
book, "Although There is the
Night"; and by such performers as
The Bettre Halfe- an all-girl folk
singing group; Steve Kinsella,
John Farranacci, Jim J ackimiec,
D. Peter Bierne, Anita Kopaz, and
Wally Onk, who performs at "La
Cave."
Tomorrow night Father F'l:ancis
J . Smith of the English Dept. will
be guest poetry reader in "Room
1," along with his infamous cat,
"Carlyle." Also appearing will be
guitarist Jim Jackimiec, accompanying Nancy Serio, a singer who
;recentl y signed a contract witl1
Capitol records, a nd folksinger
Don Fisherick.

Next week's offerings will be
The Bettre Halfe, folksingers Bill
Brown and John Compisi, and an
interpretive reading of Vachel
Lindsay's "The Congo" by Carroll
Sophomore, Pat Pennock.
Short movies, borrowed from
the Cleveland Public Library, are
also shown at each session.
The coffee house is a projectea
"step to better things" such as
a bar on campus in the Georgetown "1789" tradition. It should
be a resident student meeting
place, a date spot, a theater where
student and professional productions can be staged, and lastly a
place where students can meet and
converse with the faculty members
informally.
The slogan of the management
of "Room 1" is "Support it, its
yours!"

on the move ! !
Men of
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Miami Shores, Florida 33 161
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and Science at John Carroll with a
total enrollment of 318 declared
majors for the Spring semester.
The Chaixman of the Biology
Dept. is Fr. Philip H. Vogel, S.J.,
who heads a faculty of six fulltime teachers and nine graduate
assistants. Of the six full-time
members, all but one have attained
the doctorate. The department also
has two adjunct professors on its
staff who are research workers
from the Cleveland Clinic Foundation and who assist in departmental
resea1·ch.
A breakdown of the enrollment
in the Biology Dept. shows that
approximately 80 per cent of its
students are engaged in pre-medical, pre-dental, or professional biologist studies. The remainder of
the students in the Biology Dept. is
composed of future high school biology teachers and thirty student
nurses from Metropolitan General
Hospital.
Fr. Vogel stated that John Carroll's Biology Dept. was specifically
chosen by the directors of Metropolitan General's School of Nursing
oYer the other biology programs in
the Cleveland area.
Testifying to the quality of the
Biology Dept.'s program are the
results of the Graduate Record

Examination compiled by biology
majors who graduated last May.
The average GRE score for John
Carroll biology majors was 658.8,
with a median of 640, as compared
to the average score of 4915 by
biology majors across the nation.
Some other factors regardin,g the
GRE are that every biology student who took the examination received a passing score. This is an
accomplishment in itself, sinc;e the
Biology Dept. maintains one of the
highest passing percentiles a.mong
the departments in the Coll~ge of
Arts and Sciences. The results of
the GRE also showed that three
students scored above the 99th
pe1·cen tile.
Another significant factc)r in
considering the Biology De,p t. is
that from last year's grad11ating
class, more students were ac1~epted
by medical and dental schools than
in the past ten years. The acceptances to medical school numbered
twelve, and the number of dental
school acceptances was sixtetm.
A total of twelve different universities offered acceptanct~ S to
Carroll graduates in biology. These
included Johns Hopkins, St. Louis,
Yale, Western Reserve, Ohio State,
and the University of Illinois.
In considering the Biology Dept.
it is worthwhile to note the research being conducted by tlre individual faculty members an,d the
department as a whole.
One

University Mass ee s

unique aspect of the Biology Dept.
is its radiation laboratory and the
research which has been conducted
by Fr. Vogel in the field of radiation biology. Dr. Michael J. Phillip has also done research on the
tomato plant virus.
The Biology Dept. has also investigated the waters of the Grand
River, the cast branch of the Chagrin River, and the Shaker Lakes
in conjunction \vith its studies in
fresh wa ter biology. Next fall, a
new professor, who has done l'esearch in this field on Lake Erie
and its feeder streams, will join
t he department.
From this presentation of the
Department of Biology it can be
concluded that the department
ranks first in the College of Arts
and Sciences, not only in enrollment, but also in academic excellence a nd scholastic endeavor.

Rev. Hussey
Named as
Asst. Chaplain
Student spiritual needs have been
given an added L en t e n boost
through the efforts of the new assistant to the Student Chaplain, Fr.
James T. Hussey, S.J.
Appoint ed this September as
~piritunl counselor and confessor ,
Fr. IIusscy has alleviated the work
lead of Chaplain Fr. Thomas Trese.

Meaningful Participati1 n
By THOMAS MULLIN

The Univer sity Mass, which is held every Sunda · evening at 6 :30, is undergoing an experimentation proces during the Lenten season. It is hoped that during this ti-m the
student vvil.l become more concerned about his faith and take an
active part in the celebration of
Mass.
The purpose of the University
Mass is to give the students and
all members of the Carroll community the opportunity for a more
meaningful participation in the
Mass, and to foster the message
of the Vatican Council among the
entire student body.
Current Christian issues which
are relevant to mode111 society are
given special emphasis and are
often developed into the theme of
the Mass. The remittances from
the collection box go to such projects as Appalachian development
and the Patna mission in India.
The Mass is student organized
and ope1·ated, with Rev. Joseph
Muenzer, S.J. acting as manager.
The students, in the main, are responsible for the themes and innovations which are used. The
readings are aimed toward inspiring a Christian 1·esponse from the
pa1-ticipants- a response that is
important in a Catholic university.
While fonnerly held in Gesu
Church, it is now going to be held
in the O'Dea Room. A large part
of the JCU community makes their
home on the campus and since it
also serves as their parish while
they are here, it is felt that the
Mass should be held on campus.
Among the innovations which
were sponsored by the more concerned students are the formulation of a specific theme for each
Mass; a dialogue homily whereby
the participants have the opportunity to state their ideas as to
what the Mass means for them;
the handshake of peace before the
Communion; and the use of contemporary folk songs, which are
felt to be more meaningful to the

student group than are the more
conventional church songs.
A discussion panel is hel(j each
Wednesday at 7:30 in Semi'nar B
of the library. Results of the previous Mass are discussed, crit-icisms are brought up, an<l new
ideas are considered for us1~- The
theme for the upcoming
ass is
also decided upon. Among the
themes at recent Masses havle been
the meaning of the liturgy with
regard to liturgical chang~ , the
meaning of the Eucharistic c Jebration, and the necessity of Chhstian
commitment. The theme fo·r this
week's Mass is the TransfigUiration
and Transformation.

Fr. Hussey is no newcomer to
student counseling- he's been at
it since 1939 when he served as
student chaplain at Chicago's Loyola University. At Loyola he also
served as chaplain to the Medical
and Dental Schools, Dean of Men,
Athletic Director, and from 1945
to 1955 as President of the University.
Since leaving Loyola, Fr. Hussey
has served as pastor at St. Patrick
Parish on Cleveland's West Side.
Fr. Hussey can be found in the
old Student Union Office just off
the Cleveland Room in the SAC
Bldg. daily from 9-11 a.m., 2-5 p.m.,
and 6-8 p.m., for either confession
or counseling.
Nonnally scheduled spiritual activities will be maintained in the
student chapel on the third floor
of the Administration Bldg. A
Noon Mass has been added to the
daily schedule of devotions during
Lent.

Carroll Will Sponsor Second
London Sho1ftl Tour, June 3-17
On June 3 through ~7, John Carroll's Dept. of Continuing Education will agai 1 sponsor a London Show Tour.
The trip will be made J~Y air
from Cleveland to New Yo~Lk and
from the.re to London via BOAC
Jetliner. Accomodations in ]"ondon
are at Russell Square, conv,•niently located to the British Museum
and excellent transportatio" services by bus or subway. Th London theatre district is on!~ a 15minute walk from the hotel.
The Show Tour includes a full
English breakfast each
·Orning
as well as 13 dinners at the~ hotel.
Orch_estra seats to eight r'ondon
plays or musicals, such as he top
hit performances presented at the
National Theatre, Peter Hall's
Aldwych Theatl·e and Joll
Os-

borne's Royal Cou1·t Theatre, are
the main attraction. An added
feature will be a back-stage visit
at one of the shows. Tickets for
additional shows and sightseeing
tours may be purchased at the
hotel and it will be possible to arrange visits to English univel~si
ties.
The cost for the entire tour is
$460 ($41 less if from New York).
A deposit of $100 is required for
confirmations. The balance is due
by Apr. 27. Those wishing to make
reservations should contact Mr.
Robert Selzman in the Dept. of
Continuing Education by Apr. 27.
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Streak Cagers End
PAC at .750 Clip
By ED KISS

After dropping four straight early season games, the
Blue Streak cagers came back to win 6 of their 8 remaining
Presidents' Athletic Conference contests and finish in fourth

(CN Photo by John Lawn)

WHAT GOES UP .•. Waiting for the ball to obey the Jaws of
gravity are Streaks cagers (I to r) Ed Guzik, Pat Emrich, Don
Caravona and Tom Mullally.

Senior Coghill's Fast Finish
Plus Caravona Lilts Carroll
By STEVE HABUSTA

One of the big sparks on John Carroll's basketball squad
this season was forward George Coghill. George, who is a
senior and will not be back next year, is leaving Carroll a
pretty big pair of shoes to be filled .
Coghill started playing basketball at St. Joseph High School in
Cleveland. He came to Carroll, but
did not crack th starting lineup
until last season when he played
either as a regular or as the team's
sixth man . He
played good ball
last year but did
not y t realize
his potential.
However, this
·
yea1·, "The Stick"
developed into one
of the big offensive guns of the
team . George,
along with senior
teammate Don
Caravona, usualCoghill
ly Jed the Streaks
in scoring.
Despite his size, George is one
of the best jumpers on the team
and is able to pull down more than
his share of rebounds. He gets a
big kick out of suddenly being able
to break into the clear under the
basket and score two easy points.
Coghill is majoring in Electronics. His only extra activity is basketball, and when he is out the
court, his concentration pays off.
He does not appear to be shaken
by the new draft law, and he plans
to enter graduate school next fall.
After four years with Carroll,
George has made one conclusion
about the team : "We have always
had good potential, but for some
reason, we fail to realize our capabilities." George feels if next year's
squad will only have a little faith
in themselves, they will be able to
go a long way.
He also tried to explain the reason the team picked up so much
during the latter half of the season and attributed the improvement to a better understanding
between the players and a better
atmosphere between the coaching
staff and the team.
It is Coghill's feeling that these
improved l'elations made him want
to play better, not only for himself, but for the school.
George lives with his parents in
Euclid, and he just turned 22 last
Wednesday. When he ·was asked if
he had any special girl in mind he
smiled and said, "No, five!"

place in the conference.
Five ot tnose wins aveng.ed earlier losses. As expected, defending
champion Bethany remained King
of the Hill for the third straight
year. John Carroll is the only other
school to win three straight PAC
basketball crowns.
In recent action, Carroll tool<
two of three conference games and
dropped two independent games.
The Streaks carried a thre4~ game
conference winning streak to Thiel
College but were halted 85-68.
Forwards Jim Mondok and Craig
Cunningham hit on bette:r than
50 percent of their field goal attempts as they burned the ne'ts with
29 and 25 points. High for Carroll
was forward Ed Guzik with 17
points.
Following the Thiel game the
Streaks returned home, hoping to
avenge an earlier 10 point loss to
Adelbert. The game looked like it
was going to end up the same way
when the Red Cats took a 12 point
lead at the half, 43-31.
But the Streaks roared back
with perhaps their finest second
half rally of the season. Carroll's
two senior guards, Don Ca.ravona
and George Coghill, caught fire
and fast-breaked their way to 40
second half points between them.
The Streaks outscored Adelbert
52-31 in the second half a11d won
83-79.
Junior forward Bill DeLong, a
defensive specialist and surprisingly strong on the boards, helped

out by picking off 14 rebounds.
In a high-scoring contest the
Streaks played nearly to perfection
against Gannon Colege only to lose
to the much taller Golden Knights
99-92.
After being within two points at
the half the Streaks got cold and
fell 12 points behind. Once again
Caravona and Coghill sparked a
comeback which closed the Knights'
lead to three at 90-87, but when
Coghill, Guzik and center Torn
Mullally fouled out the game was
over.
Teamwork was the key, as five
Blue Streaks scored in double figures. Caravona was high with 21
points. The win stretched Gannon's
record to 18-6.
Last Tuesday the Streaks trav
eled to Allegheny for their PAC
finale and wound up on top 96-83.
It wasn't that easy though, as the
Streaks had to fight off a late rally
by the Gators.
Mullally, executing some fancy
moves toward the basket, was high
scorer with 23 points. Caravona,
the P AC's leading scorer with a
21.5 average, topped the 1,000
point mark for his college career
when he sank his fourth basket of
the first half and finished with 21
for the night. Coghill added 19.
The Streaks finished their season
last Thursday on a losing note to
the University of Detroit 90-65.
The Tartans, whose basketball

(CN Photo by Bill Laveuil

BONUS SHOT is taken by Car·
roll center Tom Mullally. The
Streaks improved to the ex·
tent of winning six of their
last eight PAC games.
schedule includes such teams as
Notre Dame, Dayton, Niagra, and
the University of Michigan, overcame a determined John Carroll
effort and won going away as 11
of their players hit the scoring
column.
The Streaks had led for the first
eight minutes of the game, but just
could not keep up the momentum.
High scorers for t he game were
Detroit's Rich Salci and Carroll's
Mullally with 17 each. The Streaks
completed the season with a 6-6
conference record and an overall
record of 6-12.
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By MIKE QUINN
ON Sports E41tor

Some observations from matside at the Presidents'
Athletic Conference wrestling championships Saturday
at Carroll.
Comment of the evening ... By football coach Jrerry
Schweickert, after Fran Obernyer nonchantly lifted
his 167-pound foe off the mat onto his shoulders- '"He's
(Obernyer) brutal. His arms are like people." You have
to agree with that observation. If Obernyer's arms were
any stronger he'd have to register them with the University Heights police. I mean, if someone told me ~rank
pinned his opponents by staring at them, I'd have to believe it. When he frowns the sun goes in.
And when the Streaks' other co-captain, John Parsons, had his opponent in a leg scissors hold, John Sheridan, Carroll alumnus and an ardent wrestling fan, quipped, "He can't pin him in that position, but he could kill
him." Parsons settled for a decision, though.

* * *

The fact that the matches were run simultane4!)Usly
on two adjacent mats added to the fans' enthusiasm at
times. For instance, on Friday night in the quarter-finals,
Obernyer and Parsons drew a double roar from the
highly partisan rooting section when they pinned their
opponents within a few seconds of each other • • • Iu the
semi-finals Saturday afternoon Carroll's Don Korb and
Case's Bob Kinicki advanced to their 123-pound final by
winuing at the same time in the same way- easily.

The pair continued to look alike in their cham]pionship bout, which was tied three times. But Kinicki, who
won the 115-pound title last year, finally eased ahead in
the third period and took the hard-fought contest. As they
walked to the scorer's table to get their awards, Kinicki
told Korb, "Don't worry, Donny, you'll win next y,ear."
That's extremely probable, since Kinicki is a senior this
year.

* * *

Carroll Coach Tony DeCarlo was a focal point of attention throughout the tourney, while he sat in, the
coaches' chairs watching his men work. As veteran observer Tom Seramet noted, "The people watch Coach DeCarlo to see what they should do. If he yells 'Good work,'

*

*

Tite 137-pound match, in which Washington and
Jefferson's Pat Benic edged Carroll's Jack McMillan, 2-1,
was pure torture for Streak fans. Resting on that slim
lead, Benic got on his bicycle in the third period and
McMillan chased him all over the mat. Benic spent so
much time going in reverse he looked like a dorm student
with an Avis rent-a-car.

* * *

Wrestling matches, especially tournaments, bring out
the best in spectators - "Kill him ... Break his arm off
. . . That's it, his head." But it's heartwarming to note
that, after doing their best to bodily harm one another,
the gladiators invariably go off arm in arm, and not because they can't untangle them.

* * *

After Case coach Bob Del Rosa made his third
straight trip up to the table for the trophy presentation
to his wrestler, he commented, "Now it's Tony's (DeCarlo)
turn." He was right. Two matches later Carroll's coach
made the first of four consecutive visits for awards for
his champions.

* * *

Coach Schweickert's marathon performance on the
microphone for the two-day tourney makes him an excel·
lent choice to replace Frank Glieber should he quit the
Browns' TV announcer's chores. Schweickert had two
verbal fumbles by my unofficial tally.

* * *

Plaudits are also in order for the men of Iota Chi
Upsilon and Circle K, especially those whose job it was
to throw in the rolled towel to signal the end of each
period. In approximately 330 tosses, they never missed
hitting the mat.

* * *

The PAC wrestling tourney will include many familiar faces next year. Of the 22 finalists this year, only
four were seniors. Talking to the various coaches, I found
that there is only one senior on the team for Thiel, Allegheny, Bethany and Washington & Jefferson. Carroll, by
the by, doesn't have any seniors.

* * *

If next year's tournament were held at Carroll again,
there would be few complaints from any corner. "All of
the coaches said it was the best PAC tourney," athletic
director Herb Eisele related. "Someone even compared
it to the NCAA tourney." Coach DeCarlo was the tourney
director and members of Circle K, Iota Chi Upsilon, the
University Club and the Pershing Rifles contributed their
services to make it a well-run event.
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Carroll Takes 2nd Straight Mat Title
By BOB ALVAREZ

Last weekend the Carroll
wrestlers successfully defended their Presidents' Athletic

by placing eight men in the finals.
The insurmountable lead was built
up on Saturday afternoon and only
time would tell how big the winning margin would be.
Volkman's victory in the final
match came after decisions in the
f1rst round and s em i -fin a 1 s.
Throughout the three matches he
was troubled by a sore shoulder
which hampered him even in his
final 5-2 decision over Rick Ward
of Bethany. Kerry's wins upped

Conference championship by romping over their closest competitor,
Case Tech, with the highest point
total in conference history.
The score read Carroll 92, Case
Tech 69, Thiel 61, W;ashington and
Jefferson 43, Allegheny 35, Bethany
32, and Adelbert 14.
<1n the way to victory, the matmen garnered four first, four seconds and a fourth place. John
(E.J.) Parsons captured his second
title in the 160-pound division and
Frank Obernyer chalked up his second in the 167 division.
Kerry Volkman, the tough freshman from Cleveland, copped the
152-pound title and sophomore Mike
Kelly of Lakewood pinned down
the 177-pound class.
Seconds went to Don Korb, C. J.
Smith, Jack McMillan and Dan
Minnis. Korb, 123, lost to Bob
Kinicki of Case by a close decision,
6-4, but as consolation won the
trophy for the fastest pin of the
tourney as he turned the trick in
31 seconds of the first period in
t he first round.
C. J. was defeated in the finals
after two decision victories. He lost
to the eventual Most Valuable
Wrestler of the tournament, John
Kline, 130, the defending champ
from Case.
McMillan, only a freshman, also
ost to ~he defending champion,
Paul Bemc, 137, of W&J. Minnis
finished second to Al McCartney
cf Thiel in the 191 class.
Tom Kirchner finished fourth in
the heavyweight division to close
the scoring for Carroll and the
PAC Championships.
En route to victory the Carroll
matmen actually clinched the title

his season mark to 11-0.
Parsons had little trouble in defending his title as he had a pin
and a decision to go with his 5-0
victory decision in the finals over
Jim Ruppert of Allegheny. E. J.'s
record is now 14-1.
Obernyer also de fen d e d his
crown with championship form as
he won by a 10-6 decision over Terry Nusser of Case. In the preliminaries Frank got his first pin of
the year after 12 tries. His record

stands at 14-0-1.
'wrestling tournament this weekend.
A surprisingly early upset in the
Kelly's performance has td• rank
as the most exciting of all the Car- PAC tourney occulTed when Jim
roll matmen as he pinned hil! first Schoen, one of Carroll's three 1!)67
two opponents and in the final de- titlists, was eliminated in the first
feated the defending champion AI round. Schoen was sidetracked by
Lindsay from W&J. Lindsay could the flu three weeks ago and never
not continue because of knee in- regained his fine edge.
jury. Mike thus upheld his nickThere was also disappointment
for Korb, who wanted desperately
name, Ivan the Terrible.
The four champions, alon~r with to beat Case's Kinicki, but lost to
other Carroll wrestlers, are com- the veteran senior in a close, wellpeting in the CAA small (:ol!ege fought match.

•

Runnerup 1n

Wood Gains Silver Medal
Tim Wood finished second was a feeling that Tim had won
against the world's best :fig- the cherished gold medal."
the announcement that
ure skaters twice in two heAlthough
had placed second momentarily

Press termed "a torrid challenge"
from Wood, Danzer, who bas a
reputation for strength in free
·kating, finished 14.3 points ahead
of him.
Tim, Associated Press continued,
"desperately tried to stay in the
lead with some fearless jumping,
but a slip during the triple salchow
cost him."
But Tim did not consider the
mistake as being that serious. "I
think I was good enough to win,
despite that slip. I skated my full
program and made no other miStakes."

weeks recently, but his consistent disappointed Tim, the personable
performances rate him at the top of sophomore quickly brightene-d and
the world rankings.
exclain1ed, "I never even expected
John Carroll's most f am o u s this."
Tim's disappointment was slightsophomore won a silver medal in
the Winter Olympics at Grenoble, Is• deeper after the world competiFrance, Feb. 16, finishing a close tion at Geneva. There Tim trailed
runnerup to Austria's Wolfgang Danzer after two school fiigures,
then took a narrow lead over the
Schwartz.
defending champion entering the
Less than two weeks later, Wood free skating event.
again was edged for first place,
But, despite what the Ass()ciated
in the world figure skating championships in Geneva, Switzerland,
this time to another Austrian, Emmerich Danzer, t\vice defending
world king.
In each competition, the issue
Though he was certainly on his own on the ice during
was very much in doubt until the
his
performances
in the recent Winter Olympics figure kat.judges released their final announcements. And in each case, ing competition, Carroll sophomore Tim 'Wood was not a1one
TIM WOOD skates in Geneva, Tim was the only skater to retain in the Stade de Glace at GJJienoble,
Switzerland.
was "very satisfied" with his perFrance.
his high finish.
formance, which includ d two douRooting
for
Tim,
along
\~ith
his
In the Olympic skating, Danzer
ble axels, a trip salchow, a doubl .
finished fourth. The gold medalist, coach, Ron Baker, were his par- flip, a double lutz, a split lutz, a
Schwartz, announced he was turn- ents, Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wood. wally combination with both feet,
ing professional, and thus did not They spent two weeks in Grenoble and split jump combinations.
compete in the world trials at and saw all phases of men's figure
"He almost touched down on his
skating events.
Geneva.
Reached by telephone ~t the triple salchow," Mrs. Wood conIt was reported that Schwartz Wood home in Bloomfield Hills, tinued. "He's supposed to come
might have made his decision to Mich., Mrs. Wood was very definite down on a stiff knee and he came
The John Carroll wrestling team finished its regular turn pro during the Olympic com- iJ, her opinion of her son's showing. down with his knee bent a little.
If so, world ice skating
season on three winning notes as they defeated Thiel, Beth- petition.
"He deserved first place ." she But he completed everything he
officials could require Schwartz to
said
simply. a view which was was supposed to in his performany and Allegheny.
return his medal.
shared
by several Olympic ob- ance. He skated very well."
The victories extended the mat- man in 1 :48, and Dan Minnis, 191,
Schwartz held the lead at Gren- servel'S.
Tim said if he had to lose he
men's dual match winning string won by a 5-3 decision to end the oble after the compulsory figures
Those included an Olympic judge would have rather lost to Emmerto five, upped their overall record Carroll rout.
and retained it through the free
from Canada who thought he had ich Danzer because Danzer's free
to 10-2, and completed their domiBethany was no different as the skating session.
rated Tim equal to the eventual skating was excellent also. Tim
nation of PAC foes with a 6-0 Bisons bit the dust 42-5. The only
Wood, who was a third-place winner, Wolfgang Schwartz of came away from the Olympics
loss came because of Jim Schoen's
record.
very confident, and this confidence
ln the Thiel match the Streaks sickness in the 145-pound division choce, at best, prior to the Olym- Austria. Actually the official had
pics,
trailed
Schwartz
by
14
points
given Schwartz 5-8, 5-8 scor ts, and resulted in an extremely strong
won 10 straight matches and lost which necessitated a fol'feit.
second place, to Danzer, in the
only in the heavyweight division
Wood 5-8, 5-7.
McClenehan won by decision. following the school figures.
The deficit proved too 'm uch to
"The Canadian judge admitted world championships at Geneva,
where John Tomlinson, PAC de- Korb turned in a quick pin at 1 :03
fending champ, won by a decision of the first canto and Henry Ki- overcome in the free skating part, that he thought Tim had bent equal Switzerland.
Mrs. Wood said that Tim is exto avert a shutout, 38-3.
nicki, 137, pinned his man in 3:13. even though Wood had skated a to Schwartz," Mrs. Wood 1·eealled.
pected to be home Mar. 29. Plans
"He
was
so
upset
when
he
found
as
Plain
Bob McClenehan, 115, pinned his
flawless
program,
and,
McMillan decisioned his oppoman in 1:55, Don Korb, 123 pounds, nent and Volkman brought down his Dealer writer Tom Place noted, he had not rated them equal that are underway at John Carroll to
won by a forfeit, and C. J. Smith, Bison in 1:23. Parsons and Ob- "For several anxious minutes after he cancelled all reservations anu give Tim special l'ecognition for
his outstanding achievements when
130, won by a 5-0 decision.
the spectacular free skating pro- flew back to Canada."
ernyer then won by decisions.
Mrs. Wood said that Tim himself he returns.
Jack McMillan, 137 pound freshgram at the Stade de Glace, there
Then three pins finished the
man, Jim Schoen, 145. and another
freshman Kerry Volkman, 152, also match in rapid time. Kelly had his
won by decisions. It was Volk- man down in 1:03, Minnis in 4:54
and Tom Kirchner in the heavyman's sixth straight \vin.
weight
division in 4:30.
Co-captains John Parsons, 160,
The final match of the year
and Frank Obernyer, 167, each
Pinnochle Inc. and the Chicago
Beta Tau Sagma ambush,ed the
won, Parsons by a pin in 1 :49 of proved to be a tuneup for the PAC
By DAVE KONECNY
heavily favored I Chis, 66··50, to Club Pistols both came into their
the first period and Obernyer by a championships as the grapplers
Hectic last week action left throw the Tues.-Thurs. Org;aniza- lnst game with perfect 6-0 slates.
one-sided decision. Mike (Ivan the handled Allegheny easily, 31-8.
In that match Volkman and only three teams undefeated tional League into a three '\1~ay tie The Pistols came out of the contest
Terrible) Kelly, 177, pinned his
Obernyer finished the 1·egular seabetween the I Chis, AED, an< BTS, with the Tues.-Thurs. Commuter
son unbeaten as each won by de- while creating three ties in each 6-1. In the first playoff for crown and a 51-49 victory. Hartsicions. Volkman finished with an the six intramural leagues.
the section crown, Lomb a r do man and Pokraka contributed 18
8-0 slate while Obernyer compiled
An unbelievable second half by swished four consecutive foull shots each for the Guns, and Kliorip 18
an 11-0-1 chart.
Alpha Kappa Psi, who were down to give BTS a 47-40 victory over and Dunne 16 for the Cards.
Other victories went to McClene- by eight points going into the third AED.
Rip's Rats came from behind to
han by decision, Korb by another quarter, powered the businessmen
Two one-point struggles knotted defeat the Crackers, 47-44, despite
Carroll fielded a mile relay team forfeit, (they're afraid to wrestle t0 a solid 63-48 triumph over the the Tues.-Thurs. Indepe~dent Jam Christ's 17 for the losers.
in the Knights of Columbus Indoor him) and Smith by decision. Me Scientific Academy in the Mon.- League b e tween the So-dality, O'Rourke Jed th~ Rats with 16. The
track meet at the Cleveland Arena Millan, Parsons and Kinicki also Wed. Organizational League.
Greeks, and Redmen, all 6-·1. AI Rats got by another close one, a
won by decision while Kelly garrecently.
Gracco, who scol'ed 17 points in the 43-37 victory over the Toledo Club
Caponigri
and
Schumacher
scored
Comprising the four-man squad nered another fall at 4:36.
contest,
dropped in a layut' with to emerge from the .Mon.-We'd. IllThe Allegheny match ended a 10 points each, with Gallagher add- 20 seco:!ldi._ remaining to lcl d the dependents with a spotless 7-0
were freshman Frank Walters, sening
seven
in
the
decisive
third
ior Mike Popen, sophomore Thor season of great success for Tony
quarter for AKPsi. Burns took Greeks to a 41..,40 victory over the record.
Cizkewycz and junior Rich Cum- DeCarlo's men, affectionately called
The Lost Seasons #2 were the
Redmen. In the ~~e f~·r both
Tony's Tigers. With all of the scoring honors with 24 for Lambda teams, Ken Heinrich ~~. ~;edmen only team to come out of an Intram:ngs.
Carroll will tuneup indoors at starters returning ne>.:t year it Alpha Tau as Schumacher put in tipped in a rebound with 10 s
ds mural league without ulcers, they
23 for AKPsi. LAT's loss left them
the Livingston Relays Mar. 23 at looks like success in the future also.
up a 7-0 slate in Mon.-Wed.
left to hand the Sodality their fir
in
a
first
place
tie
with
the
U-Club,
Denison and in a dual meet at Hats off to Coach DeCarlo and his
Coillll'lll.te_r
League action.
lsss,
40-39.
each owning a 6-1 record.
dedicated men.
Slippery Rock, Pa., Mar. 30.

Parents See Tim

Streak Wrestlers Finish
With 10-2 Overall Mark

Close Games Knot 3 Mural Loops

JCU Trockmen
Tuneup 11t Kof C

-
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Host JCU Wins

'68 PAC Tourney
UPSY-DAISY- Carroll co-captain Frank Obernyer (at right)
gives Case's Terry Nusser a
short- and rough- ride as
he decisioned Nusser for the
second straight year in the
167-pound championship
bout.
CONGRATULATIONS -The
other Streak co-captain, John
Parsons (at left), accepts his
award and praise from Coach
Tony DeCarlo, after defeating
Allegheny's Jim Ruppert for
the 160-pound championship
in a repeat of the 1967 final.

CN Photos by

Bill Lavezzi

SAY UNCLE- On his way to the 177-pound title is Carroll
sophomore Mike Kelly (above) as he upsets defending champion
AI Lindsay of Washington and Jefferson. In picture below, Carroll's Dan Minnis triumphs over dark-jerseyed Chuck McCarthy
of Bethany in the 191-pound semi-final.

WATCH THE BIRDIE- Streak
sophomore Don Korb and
Adelbert's Joe Minadeo
(above) seem to pause during
their 123-pound semi-final
match. Korb eventually gained
a 6-2 decision to advance to
the finals where he was edged
by Case's two-time champion,
Bob Kinicki. However Korb
won the fastest pin award for
the two-day tourney.

HERE,
ME HELP YOU UP- Actually, Carroll freshman Kerry
Volkma1n (above) is about to let go of the foot of his opponent
who h1as fallen off the mat during Volkman's triumph In the
152-potu nd semi-final. Volkman went on to win the championship a d keep his record unbeaten for the season.

